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more than a year, and as yet' It iiad been ' unable to reach satisfactory
conclusions3.
If we ask what are the reasons for armaments [the President's message
continued] it becomes clear that they are two-fold—first a desire,
disclosed or hidden, on the part of Governments to enlarge their terri-
tories at the expense of sister nations. I believe that only a small
minority of Governments and peoples harbour such a purpose. Second
—the fear of the nations that they will be invaded. I believe the over-
whelming majority of the peoples feel obliged to retain excessive arma-
ments because they fear some act of aggression against them, not
because they themselves seek to be the aggressors. There is justification
for this fear. Modern weapons of offence are vastly stronger than
modern weapons of defence. Frontier forts, trenches, wire entangle-
ments, coast defences—in a word, fixed fortifications—are no longer
impregnable to the attack of war planes,1 heavy mobile artillery, land
battleships called tanks, and poison gas. If ail nations agree wholly
to eliminate from their possession and use weapons which make possible
successful attack, defences automatically will become impregnable and
the frontiers and independence of every nation will be secure. The
ultimate object of the Disarmament Conference must be the complete
elimination of all offensive weapons. The immediate objective is a
substantial reduction of some of these weapons and the elimination of
many others.
This Government believes that the programme for immediate reduc-
tion of aggressive weapons now under discussion at Geneva is but the
first step towards the ultimate goal. We do not believe that the pro-
posed immediate steps go far enough. Nevertheless, this Government
welcomes the measures now proposed and will exert its influence towards
the attainment of further successive steps of disarmament.
Stated in the clearest way, there are three steps to be agreed upon
at the present discussions:
 (1)	To take at once the first definite step towards this objective as
broadly outlined in the MacDonald Plan.
 (2)	To agree upon the time and procedure for taking the following
steps.
 (3)	To agree while the first and following steps are being taken that
no nation shall increase its existing armaments over and above the
limitations of the treaty obligations.
But the peace of the World must be assured during the whole period
of disarmament, and I therefore propose a fourth step, concurrent with
and wholly dependent on the faithful fulfilment of these three proposals
and subject to existing treaty rights:
That all nations of the World should enter into a solemn and definite
pact of non-aggression, that they should solemnly reaffirm the obligations
they have assumed to limit and reduce their armaments, and, provided
that these obligations are faithfully executed by all the signatory
1 The use of the term 'war planes' presumably indicated that the Koosevelt
Administration was prepared at this time to agree to the total abolition of all
naval and military aircraft and not only of bombing aircraft.

